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The estimation of the location parameter of a spherically symmetric distribution 
was greatly improved by Berger and Brandwein. But the authors conditions on the 
shrinkage estimators depend upon the complete knowledge, up to the location 
parameter, of the distribution of the observations. We give sufficient conditions for 
uniform domination of the least squares estimator relatively to a class of elliptically 
symmetric distributions and a family of quadratic loss functions: our results can be 
applied to the particular case of estimation of a normal mean vector. 0 1989 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Generalizing Stein’s paper [24], Brown [ll] has shown that, 
for the simultaneous estimation of three or more location parameters, the 
least squares estimator (lse), noted here (PO, is not admissible. If many 
papers have followed [24] for the normal distribution, establishing the 
domination of shrinkage estimators over the lse, only a few have 
introduced shrinkage estimators in the more general case of elliptically 
symmetric distribution (esd). 
In a relatively natural way, Strawderman [27] began with mixtures of 
normal distributions. Berger [3] then extended this result by considering 
two families of esds. First using unimodal spherical distributions, 
Brandwein and Strawderman [9] extended their results to any spherical 
distribution [8, lo] by means of a conditioning property. Using Berger’s 
[3] work, Bock [7] found minimax estimators for some classes of esds. 
We consider a class of shrinkage estimators (cf. Section 2.3) which is 
wider than any class introduced by the previous authors for esds. In the 
particular case of a normal distribution, the estimators of the class (2.1) 
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generalize the class introduced by Berger and Bock [S] (see also Judge and 
Bock [ 183). 
The main aspect of this paper (cf. Theorem 3.2) is that it gives sufficient 
conditions for uniform domination over the lse with respect to a class ofesd 
and related family of quadratic loss functions. The above authors reached 
uniformity only in the location parameter of one esd. 
We show thus the “robustness” of our shrinkage estimators. The 
domination conditons, which are related to the loss class, depend on the 
family of esds only through their common dispersion parameter (see Sen 
and Saleh [23] for a study of “robust estimators” in a classical way). 
The gain is obtained by the introduction (like Strawderman [26] in the 
normal case) of shrinkage functions with two arguments factorizing respec- 
tively through cp”( y) and y - cp”( y) and the use of integration techniques 
first introduced in [ 13, 141. Those techniques, based upon Stieltjes’ 
integrals, allow us to use shrinkage functions which are not necessarily 
differentiable nor even continuous (and to include some “pre-test” 
estimators in our class-see [ 181). 
The above authors always use shrinkage functions with one argument 
which are supposed differentiable, except Berger [3]. They always suppose 
that only the location parameter of the law is unknown and, to ensure 
uniform domination over cp’, they must impose stronger analytic 
conditions. In fact, the majoration condition on the shrinkage function 
depends explicitly on the law. 
Next, Section 2 gives the basic properties of esds and introduces the 
model we consider. Section 3 states the sufficient condition for domination 
of the lse, which is established in Section 4. 
If the shrinkage function is a function which depends only upon cp”(y), 
we get, in Section 5, a sufficient domination condition over the lse which is 
similar to the previous authors’ and is no more robust. 
1.2. The approach of multivariate analysis adopted in this paper is 
“coordinate-free” (see Kruskal [20] and Stone [25]). This approach gives 
rise to a more concise expression of hypotheses and propositions and 
underlines the intrisic aspect of the results. 
In this framework, y is said to be L2 if, for every element cp of the dual 
space E* of E, the mathematical expectation E[$(y)] is finite. The 
couariunce of y can be defined as the mapping from E* x E* to [w which 
associates to every couple (q, +) the real number 
Thus covariance is a non-negative symmetric bilinear form (nnsbf) on 
E* x E*, i.e. (E being finite dimensional), a linear mapping from E* to E 
(see, e.g., Ramis et al. [22, 1.1.11). 
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If E is endowed with a euclidian structure (i.e., a scalar product, 
covariance identifies with a symmetric operator on E (see [20]); if E is R”, 
covariance admits the usual “covariance matrix” as its representation (this 
representation will be used in demonstration techniques w.r.t. a choice of a 
basis of E). 
The reader who is unfamiliar with vectorial notations can consider the 
vectorial operators introduced in this paper (endomorphism, bilinear form, 
quadratic form) as matrices. 
2. MODEL 
2.1. Elliptically Symmetric Distributions 
Let E be an n-dimensional real vector space and w  be a symmetric 
positive definite bilinear form on E *, the dual space of E (we may also 
consider w  as an isomorphism from E * onto E; its inverse w  - ’ induces an 
nnsbf on E also noted w-l (cf. [22])). 
A distribution on E is then said to be elliptical with dispersion parameter 
w  if it stays invariant under any w  - ’ -orthogonal transformation. We can 
see that the dispersion parameter of an elliptical distribution is defined up 
to a multiplicative factor (i.e., w  and w’ are two dispersion parameters if 
and only if w’ = VW where v E R +*). 
Given 8 E E, an elliptically symmetric distribution (esd) about 0 with dis- 
persion parameter w  is the image of an elliptical distribution ~1 with disper- 
sion parameter w, translated by 8. We will denote PO,p as this distribution. 
When P,,, is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebes ue measure 
g? (see Kelker [ 191) its density can be factorised in the form f( w  - (y - e)), 
where f is a measurable function on R + (throughout the paper we will note 
U for the quadratic form associated with a bilinear symmetric form u). 
Kelker [19], Eaton [17], Cambanis [ 121, Dempster [16], and Muirhead 
[21] give more details about the elliptically symmetric distributions; 
Chmielewski [15] also has a bibliography on this subject. 
Our “coordinate-free” approach allows us to avoid the classical 
distinction between elliptical and spherical distributions. 
2.2. Model and Notations 
Let y be an observation of an esd PO,p in a n-dimensional real vector 
space E. The location parameter f3 is unknown and the dispersion 
parameter of the elliptical distribution p is v, a known bilinear symmetric 
positive definite form on E*. 
We denote (1 11 as the norm which is connected with u-l and Us as the 
inverse of the restriction of u-l to 0. 
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We suppose that 0 belongs to a known k-dimensional subspace 0 of E 
(2<k<n- 1). 
We suppose furthermore that ,U belongs to a subset A4 of the set of ellip- 
tical distributions with dispersion parameter u. Every v in M has a 
probability density function (pdf), fV( JJ yJJ *), and satisfies the hypotheses 
WI LCIIYII’I < +a 
(H2) WE Q> b,,Cll~- cp”(~)l14/ll~ob)l/21 < + ~0 
(H3) .fv~~‘@+), 
where 
- for any measurable function g on E, lE,,,[g(y)] =fE g(y)P,,(dy) 
- cp” is the u-i -orthogonal projector on 0 (i.e., the lse). 
These hypotheses are needed later to ensure the finiteness of the risk and 
the validity of our computation (notice that (H3) is not always satisfied). 
2.3. Shrinkage Estimators 
The location parameter 8 is estimated by measurable functions cp from E 
into 8. -4ssuming that the loss in estimating 8 by cp( JJ) is z(q@) - O), 
where F& is a positive semi-definite quadratic form on 8 (not necessarily 
definite), the risk of an estimator p is lE,,[G(cp(y) -B)], which permits 
the comparison of estimators. 
The estimators which will be considered in this paper are given by 
dy)=cP”b+-h Q(P~(Y)), ,ly~;o;y~,12 1 C(cp”(Y))9 (2.1) 
where 
- b is a bilinear symmetric positive definite form on 8, 
- c is an endomorphism on 0, 
- h is a measurable application from R, x R, into R, , which will 
be called the shrinkage function. 
If we suppose Ker b c Ker c and rank(b) > 3, it is not necessary to 
assume b definite. In this case, the following results are easily generalized 
with b- replacing b-‘, where b - is a generalized inverse of b (see [ 141). 
2.4. Hypotheses on the Shrinkage Estimators 
We suppose that there exists a I.-‘-orthonormal basis (ei, . . . . e,) of E 
such that (e,, . . . . ek) is a q,-orthogonal basis of 8 for all p E M. This 
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assumption imposes a relationship between the losses. We give, in 
Remark 2 following the theorem, a practical case of this relationship. 
We will consider only those estimators of the form (2.1) which fulfil the 
following conditions: 
(Pl) The matrices of b and c are diagonal in the basis (e,, . . . . ek). 
(P2) The eigenvalues of c are nonnegative. 
(P3) The endomorphisms ‘cq,cb- ’ are not everywhere null (i.e., qp is 
not identical to 0 on c(0)). 
Some authors use estimators without the restriction (Pl) (Berger [4], 
Brandwein [8]) but they always include stronger analytical conditions. 
3. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR UNIFORM DOMINATION OVER 'p'. 
3.1. Controlled Functions 
Let g be a function from R, to [w, . g is said to be controlled if there 
exists a real number h such as t’g(t) is a nondecreasing function on Iw,. 
When g is controlled, let 
,I, = inf{ A E [w; t”g( t) is nondecreasing on Iw + }, 
g will be said controlled within the height A,. 
Note that, if g is controlled within the height Jo, t”“g(t) is nondecreasing 
and that, for any II > Ao, lim, _ +ao t’g(t) = + co if g is not identically zero. 
This constraint on the variations of g was first introduced by Alam [ 11. 
3.2. Main Result 
With this preliminary definition, we can now state the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Given cp satisfying (Pl), (P2), (P3), the risk of cp is less than 
or equal to the risk of the least squares estimator cp” for every (0, p) E 8 x M 
provided that: 
(a) there exists a real positive number 1, such as h( ., u) is controlled 
within the height I, for any u E R! + ; 
(b) there exists a real positive number 1, such as h(t, .) is controlled 
within the height A2 for any t E IF! + ; 
(c) tuh(t,u)~((n-k)/(n-k+2~,))y for any (t,u)ER+xR+, 
where 
y = 2 inf 
tr(o,q,c) - 2;1, chmax(u,q,c) 
lreM chmax( ‘cqp cb - ’ ) 
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and where tr and chmax are the trace and the maximum eigenvalue of the 
considered endomorphism. 
Remarks. 1. A necessary condition for cp to be different from cp” is 
that y > 0. As h satisfies (a) and (c), I, > 1. Consequently c must satisfy 
tr(v,q,c) - 2 chmax(v,q,c) > 0 
which implies k > 2. Therefore we find again the bound for the admissibility 
of the least squares estimator, first obtained by Stein [24] in the normal 
case and generalized by Brown [ 111 for more general laws. 
2. Let us consider the particular case where q(6) = s(p) q(0) for 
every (0, p) E 8 x M (given an arbitrary quadratic form q on 8 and a 
positive function s from M into R:). Then 
y=2 
tr(v,qc) - 21, chmax(v,qc) 
chmax(‘cqcb-‘) ’ 
3.3. The Normal Case 
If the distribution of y is an n-dimensional normal law, ,r/-,(tI, g*v), with 
an unknown mean 8 and a variance known up to the multiplicative factor 
a*, this distribution is a particular elliptically symmetric distribution with 
location parameter 0 and dispersion parameter v. 
Let M= (Jlr,(O, a*~); cr* E W: }. It is obvious that &JO, a’v) satisfies the 
hypotheses (Hl ), (H2), and (H3). The loss function is usually 
a-*4(8 - q(y)) for the estimation of 0. Therefore, in the particular but 
important case of the estimation of a normal k-dimensional mean when the 
variance is not completely known, estimators of the form (2.1) dominate cp” 
if they fuhil the conditions (a), (b), and (c) of the previous result with 
y=2 
tr(v,qc) - 2A, chmax(v,qc) 
chmax(‘cqcb-i) ’ 
We have thus deduced as a corollary of the theorem the result of Cellier, 
Fourdrinier, and Robert [ 141 which generalized classical conditions on the 
shrinkage functions (Baranchik [2], Bock [6], and Berger [4]). 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
4.1. Notations 
According to condition (Pl), q@, b, and c have the following matrices in 
the basis (e,, e2, . . . . ek): 
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We can then write 
chmax(u,q,c)= ,y~:~ qp,ici, . . 
tr(w,c) = i 4p,ici9 
i=l 
and 
chmax(‘cq,cb-‘) = max q,,iC:b,“. 
I<i<k 
Ii 
Y= i Yiei 
i=l 
then 
i=l 
IIY -cp0(YN2= i Yi’ (noted(n - k)/u), 
j=k+l 
and 
6((Po(Y))= i biYZ (noted t). 
i=l 
For any real measurable function g on R”, we note 
when this integral exists and finally we note 
B= 
n-k 
n-k+2A2 Y. 
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4.2. Risk Finiteness 
It is easy to show that the risk of cp” is finite for every (0, p) when (Hl) is 
satisfied. It follows then from the Schwarz inequality that a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the risk of cp to be finite for every (0, p) is that 
b.,M(cp0(.J4 - dY))l < + a? 
for every (0, p). The left side of this inequality can be written 
If B, is finite, the difference between the risk of cp” and the risk of cp is 
finite and can be written A, = A, - B,, where 
A, = %&&t(cpO(Y) - 8 cp”(Y) - dY))l 
i qp,iciyi(Y;-e,)h(t, ~1 . 
i=l 1 
Let us show that B, is finite. It follows from the hypotheses of the 
theorem that tuh( t, u) d B. Since bi > 0 (1 < i < k), 
Consequently, if hypothesis (H2) holds, 
B, <b2 max q~,ic~b,~‘E~,p -$ [ 1 < +co. I<i<k 
4.3. Minoration of A, 
Since A, is finite and we consider a u-l-orthonormal basis, A, can be 
broken into finite iterated integrals on R. Define, for 1 < i < k, 
a!i = 
s 
+a, .Yih(t, u)(yi-fli)fp(w)dYi, where w= i (yi-ei)*. 
-03 j= 1 
Since (H3) is satisfied, g,(x) = --J-z” fJz) dz is differentiable, increases 
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to 0 as x increases to + co and verifies g;(x) =fP(x) a.s.. Thus 
(8/8y,)g,(w) = 2(y,- e)f,(w)= (a/ayi)( --{z- fJz) dz) a.s. which gives 
CXi= j tm vih(r,u)~(-~jill,(r)dz)dy, (4.1) 
--oo I w 
An integration by parts in (4.1) shows that 
+m 1 
1 [J 
+m 
ai= 
5 w< fp(z) dz 4YA4 u)) -m 1 (4.2) 
which is the Stieltjes integral of the function yi + 4 j; OcI SP(z) dz with respect 
to the function y,+ yih(r, u). In fact, since 
then 
Since h( ., U) is controlled within the height 1, for any u E R, , we can 
apply the lemma (see Section 6.) to cli. This implies 
+m 1 +cc 
ai 
j [j -co 5 R. 
f,(z)dz 1 ( h(t, u) l-21,+3 dyi. 
Therefore, 
1 
A,> 
j [ j  
+“f,,W dz 46 u) 
R” 5, 1 
i qp,ici-21, ,~~:~qp,ici dy, ..+dy,. 
i= 1 . . 
4.4. Majoration of B,. 
We deduce from Section 4.1, 
683/29/l-4 
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As in the previous section, we consider only integrals on R. For k + 1 < 
j < n, let us define 
Bj = 1'1 Y,' 46 ~1 fJw) 4, 
fp(Z) dz d(Yjh(t, u)). 1 (4.3) 
Since h(t, .) is controlled within the height & and k < n - 1, we can 
apply again the lemma which gives 
Hence 
B B,<-- max q&b;’ 
n-k lgigk 
x h(t, u)(n- k+2&) dy, . ..dy.. 
4.5. Minoration of A,. 
Considering that 
B= 
n-k 2 inf Cf= I qp,ici-2A1 maXiGi<k qrc.iCi 
n-k+2& peg maXIGiGk qu.ic:bl” ’ 
it follows from the previous minoration of A,,, and majoration of B, that 
A,= A,- B, 20 for every (0, P)E 8 x M. The theorem has thus been 
established. 
5. CASE WHERE THE SHRINKING ESTIMATOR DEPENDS ONLY ON q"(y). 
5.1. Preliminaries 
Here the dimension of 8 can vary from 3 to n, the dimension of E. With 
the notations of Section 2.2, we suppose that p belongs to a family M 
possibly reduced to ,u~, of esds with dispersion parameter u admitting a 
p.d.f. f,, and satisfy hypotheses (Hl ), (H’2), (H3), and (H4), where 
(H’2) ve E 8, k~,,L-Il~"(~)ll -*I < + 00 
(H4) d=infPG,inf,,,,,(~,+“fP(z)dzlf,(s))>O, where S,= {s;&(s) 
2-O). 
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Note that (H4) is very similar to conditions appearing in Berger [3] and 
Bock [7]. 
The estimators we consider are given by 
V(Y) = cpO(Y) - ~C~(cpO(.Y))l . c(cp”w)~ (5.1) 
where h is a measurable function from R + into R + and b and c are defined 
as in Section 2.3. 
5.2. PROPOSITION. Under hypotheses (Pl), (P2), and (P3), a sufficient 
condition for an estimator cp defined by (5.1) to have a risk less than or equal 
to the risk of ‘p” uniformly in (0, p) is that there exists Iz > 0 such as h is 
controlled within the height I and th( t) < (d/2) y, for every t E R + , where 
y = inf 2 
tr(v,q,c) - 21 chmax(v,q,c) 
PEM chmax( ‘cqc, cb- ’ ) 
Proof. Like this proposition, the proof is very similar to that of the 
theorem. It is shorter and we keep the notations of Section 4. 
The finiteness of the risk is ensured by (H’2) and, as in Section 4.2, we 
can write the difference of the risks in the form A, = A, - B,. We get again 
k 
1 qr,iCi-21 max q .c. dy, -..dy*. 
i=l l<i<k “’ ’ 
(H4) then implies that 
A,> f _dh(t)2 03” 2 I? qp,iCi-21 ,yp$, qc,iCi fp(w) dy, *..dy”. i= 1 . . 
Furthermore, majoration of B, is easier than in Section 4.4: 
=$J ,y:k qp.icfb;’ j- h(t)f,(w) dy, +. . dy,. . . W” 
IJsing the expression for y we then deduce the proposition. 
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5.3. The Normal Case 
As in Section 3.3, we can consider the case of the estimation of a normal 
mean vector. When M= (Mn(6, a*~); 0 E 8, cr* 2 a;}, the majoration of 
th(t) is 
202 tr(u,qc) - 21 chmax(u,qc) 
0 chmax( ‘cqcb - I) 
if we choose a loss as in Section 3.3 (result presented in [ 131, where TV* was 
supposed to be known). 
APPENDIX 
The following lemma was first introduced in [ 143, where one can find 
the proof. 
LEMMA. Let f be a continuous function from 54 to R + and p be a function 
from II%+ to R, controlled within the height I.. Given two strictly positive 
numbers a and b, let us define g, by 
(VXE RI, g,(x) = &xp((ax* + b)“) 
where E= +l. 
When f is Stieltjes-integrable relatively to g,, we get 
Note that, if E = + 1, 
[:I f(x)dg(x)8[+m f(x)p(ax*+b)(l--2j.--&)dx 
-cc 
(used in Section 4.3) and, if E = - 1 and r = sg,, we deduce 
I.*_,,x)dr(x)4~+-,(x)p(~)(l+2L~)dx 
-cc 
(used in Section 4.4). 
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